RIJKS Colors
Colors from the Rijksmuseum

RIJKS white gray

RIJKS light gray

RIJKS cool gray

RIJKS mid gray

RIJKS green gray

RIJKS warm gray

RIJKS dark gray

RIJKS black gray

RIJKS gold
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AkzoNobel is a leading global paints and coatings company and a
major producer of specialty chemicals. We supply industries and
consumers worldwide with innovative products and are passionate
about developing sustainable answers for our customers. Our portfolio
includes well-known brands such as Dulux, Sikkens, International
and Eka. Headquartered in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, we are
consistently ranked as one of the leaders in the area of sustainability.
With operations in more than 80 countries, our 50,000 people
around the world are committed to delivering leading products and
technologies to meet the growing demands of our fast-changing world.
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RIJKS soft green

RIJKS soft red

RIJKS soft terra

RIJKS soft ocher

RIJKS soft brown

RIJKS green

RIJKS red

RIJKS terra

RIJKS ocher

RIJKS brown

RIJKS pure green

RIJKS pure red

RIJKS pure terra

RIJKS pure ocher

RIJKS pure brown

Sikkens RIJKS Colors
Colors from the Rijksmuseum

When Amsterdam’s famous Rijksmuseum wanted to recreate the
colors used by architect Pierre Cuypers in the 1880s, they turned
to AkzoNobel.
Experts at our Sikkens brand – official supplier of all paint and decorative products to the museum – composed a palette of more
than 60 colors which were used to faithfully return the interior to its
former glory.
The color palette was developed together with experts from the
Limburg Conservation Institute. Once Sikkens had mixed the
colors, the paint was used to restore the Cuypers decorations on
the walls of the museum. The original decor has been best preserved in the library, which has faithfully retained most of its original
features.
In total, more than 8,000 liters of Sikkens has been used through
the building, both inside and out. The new grey tones, developed
together with the architects of the Rijksmuseum, and the Cuypers
colors have now been brought together to create the Sikkens
RIJKS Colors collection.
The samples in this brochure are identical to the colors that have
been applied in the Rijksmuseum. However, please note that printed colors sometimes deviate from the original, so they may appear
slightly different on paper. Color differences can also be caused
by extensive use or exposure to light. Therefore, we advise you to
always test the colors next to a Sikkens RIJKS Colors fan or in a
Sikkens Center.

